Let yourself be tempted by our patented glass-ceramic solution that turns your stove door into a decorative object when the fire is off.

- Decorative appearance of a silver mirror on the full surface when the fireplace or stove is not in use
- Nice and clear view of the flames when the fire is lit
- Mirror coating* creates approx. 50% reflection in the visible range (max temperature 550°C – 1022°F)

**Mirror Coating**

**Stylish...all year long.**

Characteristics:

- L 1600 x H 600 mm
- Cut-to-size
- Thickness 4 or 5 mm
- On flat glass-ceramic only
- Available in silver
- Black frame possible on the opposite side of the mirror coating (max 1400 x 600 mm)

*When cleaning, do not use strong alkalis, acids, detergents with fluoride, detergents with mechanical devices (sand etc.) nor other mechanical millinery or solvents as they will damage the coating.*